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QUESTION 1

You entered the following as a boot option in the GRUB boot screen: nit=/bin/bash What does the option mean? 

A. The bash is used as the default shell. 

B. Linux starts without a graphical environment. 

C. The system is started directly in a bash shell. You are automatically logged in as root without being asked for a
password. 

D. The system is started directly in a bash shell. You are automatically logged in as default user without being asked for
a password. 

E. The system is started directly in a bash shell. You are automatically asked for the root password before you are
logged in as root. 

F. The system is started directly in a bash shell. You are automatically asked for the default user\\'s password before
you are logged in. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the correct order of steps to change the partition table using fdisk? 

A. You can\\'t use fdisk to change a partition table. 

B. Start fdisk > Change the partition table > Write the partition table to hard disk > Exit fdisk > Reboot. 

C. Start fdisk > Change the partition table > Write the partition table to hard disk > Exit fdisk > Load the partition table
from the boot prompt. 

D. Start fdisk > Change the partition table > Write the partition table to floppy disk or USB stick > Exit fdisk > Boot from
floppy disk or USB stick. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which lists of wireless networks are kept by NetworkManager? 

A. Preferred list and avoid list 

B. User list and encryption list 

C. Trusted list and preferred list 

D. Trusted list and untrusted list 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which statements about partitions are correct? (Choose 3.) 

A. Extended partitions can be subdivided into logical partitions. 

B. A primary partition consists of a continuous range of cylinders. 

C. Logical partitions do not require entries in the main partition table. 

D. If you use only primary partitions, you are limited to eight partitions per disk. 

E. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 can only be installed on a primary partition. 

F. To install more than one operating system on a partition, the partition has to include the entire cylinder range. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

You would like to run command1 and then command2, whether or not command1 completed successfully. Which
command accomplishes this task? 

A. command1 | command2 

B. command1 ; command2 

C. command1 > command2 

D. command1 and command2 

Correct Answer: B 
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